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In the course of my work, I get
to converse with many people. When the
trend of talk turns to spare time activities, my bird-banding avocation often
gets mentioned. Not too surprisingly,
very few people even know such a thing
exists. On the other hand, an occasional
person who would hardly be suspected of
remote connection with naturalistic
interests has shown a real knowledge of the basic purposes of banding birds.
Questioning reveals that he heard a talk on banding at a club meeting,
or there was an interesting
article
in the local paper, or a talk show
on the regional radio station featured a bander, or some such thing- in
Madison Avenue terms, public relations.
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Publicity of this kind is good both for handers and banding. We
should all use it to promote good will. Newspapers are constantly searching for human interest
material;
radio conversation shows have a voracious appetite for subject matter coupled with a stupendous need for
variety. Garden, service and other clubs often pay for program presentations.
Nobody likes the hobby bore. Everyone knows at least one. His interest so absorbs him that he cannot imagine anyone alive existing without sharing it, Don't be one of these,
As a bander you are one of a small group of people doing what very
few others can, Already this is an interest
generator.
Start from there
and see what results.
It will probably be good.
At the very least, you could be responsible for a recovery report
which would otherwise have been missed because "nobody knew what that
thing on the bird's leg was",
Emil J. Berger,

Jr.
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fQ.YB!PICTURE Red phase Screech Owl about to be released.
See AN OWLRECOVERSsCare of an injured bird of prey. Pg. 214.
(Photo by Walter P. Protzman)

MENSURAL
SEPARATION
OF BLACK-CAPPED
ANDCAROLINA
CHICKADEES
By John P, Hubbard
The problem of distingui~hing
Black-capped Chickadees (Parus atricapillus) and Carolina Chickadees (f, carolinensis)
is one that confronts
handers in the area of overlap from New Jersey and Maryland to Illinois
and Missouri. As plumage differences
are often relative
and because birds
held for banding often do not vocalize, handers must frequently rely on
measurements to separate them. Wood (1969) proposed separating them on
the basis of absolute measurements of wing (chord) and tail lengths. More
recently (1970) he has suggested that the tail/wing ratio be employed
instead and proposed using the ratio diagram of Simon (1960). Inasmuch
as handers over a wide area will be using this as a basis for separation
of chickadees I have briefly assessed the mensural characters of the two
species, both from Simon's study and from specimen data in publications
and in the Bailey-Law collection,
An examination of mensural characters reveal that in the Northeast
and to a lesser degree in the Midwest and Appachians, the simplest way
of separating these two species is on the basis of absolute tail length.
As there is some overlap in this character,
the tail/wing ratio is helpful in identifying
intermediate birds and in checking others. Even so,
the tail/wing ratio also shows some overlap and some birds cannot be identified on the basis of measurements, at least with a high degree of
confidence, Wing lengths overlap to a great degree and do not seem to be
useful in separating the two species in the Northeast and Midwest. Nevertheless, handers should record wing as well as tail measurements for all
birds banded.
In the Northeast-Midwest areas we are dealing with one subspecies
of the Carolina Chiekadee (P. c, exti,mus) and two of the Blackcap (P.a.
atricapillu s and f• a. pract'icus).
Practicus
is primarily an inhabitant
of the Appalachians Tnorthward into Ohio and Pennsylvania),
whereas the
slightly larger atricapillus
occurs widely in the rest of the region.
Northern samples of Carolina chickadee measured by Lunk (1952) had
tails that averaged 4.7 to 6.9 mmshorter than those of Blackcaps measured
by Duvall (1945), These differences
may seem trivial,
but examination reveals that very little
overlap in tail length occurs between most samples
of the two species. In Blackcaps the mini.mumtail length measured by Duvall (1945) was 57mm, whereas in all but one sample of northern Carolina
chickadees the maximumwas 58mm(Lunk, 1952). The exception was in the
Midwest, where male carolinas ranged up to 62mm. The mean of that sample
is similar to those farther east,and it appears that measurements in the
Midwest may only exceptionally
approach 62mm, In Maryland, Simon (1960)
found all but 2 of 71 Carolina Chickadees to have tails of 57mmor less
(the exceptions were 58 or 59mm), whereas all but 3 of 129 Blackcaps
from there had tails of 59mmor more (the exceptions were 57-58mm).
Specimens examined by me are similar in that all 11 Carolinas have tails

